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in the next five years siddhartha studied a new theory of life called dharmatrata, which he had heard from a former teacher. he visited all 48 of the major pilgrimage centers in india to see if his insights could
be verified by his contemporaries. finally, he presented the findings of his investigations at the deer park, a forest about 30 km from the city of benares where he had been born. such was the extent of
siddhartha's travels. while he preached the dharma, he was rarely recognized as a sage. nevertheless, the people he met testified to the lasting and pervasive nature of his message. siddhartha eventually
left his lifetime of teaching to begin his own spiritual quest. when the buddha was 60 years old, he met his next student, a man named gautama the son of a wealthy and noble family called the shakyas.
gautama was an important witness to the enlightenment of siddhartha gautama because he was highly regarded in the society of the time. as a result, he became the buddha's principal associate and
devoted himself exclusively to his mentor's teachings. the buddha's disciples continued to study and propagate the teaching after his death. in the course of time, they created a monastic order which has
come to be known as the sangha. it was not until 1453 bc, about 400 years after the buddha had passed away, that the first community of monks was formed and the religion of buddhism was established.
this is my video with english subtitles. this video is all about how siddhartha gautama, after going on a journey of five years, finally attained the highest state of consciousness called enlightenment. 
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